
Sweberia: Notes on the Swedish Insurgence

Riding  down the commuter  train  to the southern suburbs  of  the Swedish capital,  a
foreign  exploring  unbeaten  paths  of  the  touristic  city  soon  come  across  a  much
unspoken divide between the pro capitalistic and the emancipated side where most of
the immigrant population reside. Among the quite usual Arabic immigrants, who have
so much characterized the exodus to the friendly Sweden, our tourist might start to
discern an emerging presence of young black African guys displaying a much American
black guy attitude. Despite the fact that their headphones are always on their ears, they
are actually quite open to chat. Our foreign visitor is soon confronted with their reality,
they come from a small country, Gambia or The Gambia, a tiny strip of land surrounded
by the big state of Ghana. Alhagie, the guy, our visitor met in his one hour ride south,
soon will tell you all about him with his proper English inherited by centuries of English
colonization, being Gambia, with its river connecting the deep of Africa with the ocean,
the harbour where slaves where sent to the Americas. After such short background and
the display of his proud faith (his name is that of a hero who had defeated the Christian
and preserved the practice of Muslim but in the States that very name is used by black
pimps and drug dealers). He will soon openly confine you that he has been adopted by
an older couple of Gambians (some relatives) by cheating the Swedish state, proofing
that he was five years younger than he actually was and thus under age. The same goes
for his cousins who he keeps the custom of dating as this seem to be still the praxes in
his country.

At this account one might grow a little indignant, particularly considering the way he has
been spoiled by the Swedish system, "social" as they call it, with a much in love of his
cause Swedish lady who has provided him with brand new clothes and the latest laptop,
a Mac Air, something one can barely afford otherwise. In this respect, if not indignant
one may grow surprise and curious to see the long run effects of this generosity. Will
Lamin, who is ten years behind the average Swedish youth, will he learn how to use his
new laptop and eventually bring something back to the system? The answer is that he
has no care about wanting to give anything back. At least according to his plan: finish up
to  use  the  welfare  here,  then  get  the  student  loan  for  the  university  and  buy  an
American Chevrolet to be sent to Gambia so that he can sell it and buy a house to his
mother. Thereafter  himself  reach his sister  in Atlanta.  But what  about Sweden? Are
there no intention of giving something back to such a generous country. But here again
we come to the problem of the faceless institution. Who is Lamin going to repay? The
lady he so much helped him? Maybe she is already pleased of having such masculine
figure, after all the feminist set up against his counter part Swedish white man.



The issue is that, probably, Lamin was transplanted here by a system that made such an
exchange possible as well as it can make possible another further exchange. Lamin and
Gambians are not a tribe that slowly left their land hit by drought and made it north, in
a  slow  progression,  fighting  their  way  through,  feeling  the  gradual  changes  and
adapting,  going  through  a  sort  of  natural  selection.  The  issue  here  is  that  these
selections are artificial, there might also be of course instances of natural selection too,
Lamin being the most healthy and handsome and thus most daring to leave, but the
process is a bureaucratic one and often the most daring and braves who would venture
out  on  expedition  would  avoid  the  stinginess  of  such  artificial  procedures...  Europe
should not close their door... they should just let them come on foot. And yet this is a
discourse of flow, a flow which should not attempt to block but in a Taoist terms only try
to second. It is in this respect a counter flow which humanity seems to experience at
every step of its technical progress. At first, with the improvement of their shipyards,
Norther  Europeans  colonizing  exotic  destinations  and  later  these  exotic  destination
colonizing  back.  It  seems  rather  an  historical  compensation  altered  by  technical
innovation now that,  for instance, the network of air flights has been established to
even these capillaries. 

Hopefully  there  won't  be  a  Sweberia,  meaning  that  Sweden  will  not  realize  the
impossibility of merging different ethical groups and, as North America did in the 19th
century, fond a Liberia back in Africa, a place to return, a sort of messy Israel. These
historical interventions are rather artificial and only cause further trouble but then here,
again,  one  can  view  them  as  repercussion,  where  in  the  case  of  Israel,  Jews  have
returned  to  their  ancient  land,  suppressing  the  in  between  Palestinian  history,  and
reflecting  the  torture  they  have  been  inflicted  by  the  Nazi  Germany  (this  is  rather
obvious looking at the walls emancipating the West Bank). Coming back to our micro-
historical example of Sweden, Liberia (which also strikingly sound like Siberia), already
exist, fragmented in every Swedish city. The racial merging, also considering the North
American example and their centuries long multi-ethnic coexistence, the racial merging
seems  far  from  possible.  All  the  philanthropic  diplomacy  of  Sweden  only  hides  an
incapability of merging with the other on a day to day environment. It is the footprint of
their genes who had kept them isolated from century and their Germanic being which
according to Tacitus, do not want them to exploit their slaves like a Southern European,
keeping them aside, but have them living in similar conditions. This doesn't mean that
they are anyway slave, a least explicit form of slavery which possibly confuses person
like Lamin, who thinks he has the same rights as a Swed but nonetheless never get an
answer after applying for a job at Max (the Mac Donald equivalent of Sweden where
most servants are in fact Swedes). The Swedish philanthropic project keeps on at the



institutional level, diversity management is introduced but the problem still lays at the
bottom, this unnatural divides.

It feels as though no society can ever be perfect. If a strive to solve all the poverty cases
is attempted, as soon as the project is about to be accomplished, a new wave of poverty
will come from elsewhere. It feels that there has to be a balance between justice and
injustice  and  all  these  human  driven,  artificial  and  philanthropic  attempts  are  only
emancipating the injustice somewhere else on an equal scale. It is as well the issue with
all the green washing and environmental laws they came with the European unification,
they just shifted all the pollution over to China, equally compensating on the same scale,
all the pure air of Europe, a Europe that can be seen now as taking a rest, delegating its
mandate to another,  in an historical  cycle which have already scene alternating the
West and the East with, for instance, the Chinese Renaissance preceding the European
Renaissance of four hundred years, while Europe was leaving its darkest of ages. We
might here then bring in Vico cyclical vision of history or might as well review history
under a technology point of view, seeing the power moving gradually more to the North
as technology, which Norther people necessitates more, improves. In Sweden with its
climate and people remoteness, modern digital technology is a blessing. In Southern
Europe is just a chaotic unnatural element.  

On top of this, is the moral level of the emancipated. Phrasing Plutarch, they are like
mercenaries kept idle in front of a conflict which never comes. Plutarch, in this respect,
would have suggested the Roman method of keeping their soldiers always busy while
waiting for a conflict which takes a long time to occur. The Roman method to keep their
soldier moral high in case of such idle periods which might as well result in mutiny, was
to have the soldier constantly busy digging trenches, even if unnecessary for the battle
itself. Likewise, a more refine society should be aware of this idleness and give up on
their  extreme and obsessive application of  human rights.  Immigrant  wants  to work,
Lamin is  desperate to work and the fact  that  he does not  have anything to do but
receive money to survive alone makes him moody and very much willing to give up the
land in which he has moved for any other land. Any patriarchal link is there and then
broke at its very emergence. Reusing Plutarch, and looking at the many small gardens
constellating the surrounding of  the Swedish capital,  why not  then allocate  to each
immigrant a piece of land to cultivate, to physically and metaphorically connect to a
land, to come to respect it? Isn't this what one is obliged to do in Australia in order to
extend the generous visa for the under thirty migrants?

Is there however a way to assess migrant from migrant? One of the anti-discrimination



proposal is to utilize the world international rather than migrant. But are all migrants
internationals? Are we not rather to asses, avoiding any ambiguous class distinction, are
we not to assess their willing? Has Lamin moved to Sweden to, in the end, match the
stereotype of  the cool  “negro”,  the Alhagie (which in  American slang means in fact
gangster) with an expensive black and fat Chevrolet pumping out music or has he come
driven by an inward need of a more spiritual achievement. This distinction could be as
subtle as distinguishing a pilgrim from a tourist, a nomad from a colonist. If this could be
assessable,  the  emigrant  only  wishing  to  exploit  as  a  reversed  colonialist  and  the
migrant who only migrate as a bird following the ever changing seasons to which his
land is exposed (in this respect the Swedish summer might not last for so long), if this is
possible than a new criteria for selection could be established.

It  seems  natural  however  that  the  front  line,  the  avantgarde  is  replaced  with  a
retroguard, that the warn out Europeans putting themselves so much into production
for over a generation, are themselves also willing to let go to their state of control, to
allow  a  natural  replacement  with  new sources.  Meeting  Lamin  some  years  later  in
England this has seemed to be in fact the case. He grew tired of the Swedish situation,
no job and only the minimum to survive (not to mention the insult and indignation of
over captivated locals  blaming the immigrant  for  their  crisis,  a  crisis  which is  rather
within, which ought to take place). As his grandfathers, who served the British army
both in the First and Second War World, earning very little, at least in respect to what a
white soldier would earn, and always being placed in the front line, Lamin too at last
became a soldier, a professional soldier, concluding thus his Odyssey in the very country
who started the slave trade right in Gambia.

What a shift however! The young Lamin who used to go down to the big river every
morning  to fish,  and then in  the  forest  to  pick  mangoes  and bananas,  never  really
worrying about food but just desiring, as a young man, desiring something extra from
what he seemed to describe as a garden of Eden. Now a soldier, traveling to fight his
own  "Muslim  brothers",  surviving  of  can  food  but  however  putting  away  a  decent
amount still to buy some acres in the Gambian provinces. One would ask then, was this
really necessary? Is this the human way of being now sat totally free by a technology
which amplifies the possibilities,  allows to cross uncrossable  boarders but then also
cutting one self out, hindering drastically his or her return. We shall  then reconsider
migration, the migration of flocks of different folk as also rather a riding the wave of an
ocean of possibility opened by the very technological medium, a medium which is often
uncensored and to which one applies without a caution, without the guide of a father,
an authority one can easily go beyond having always second alternatives, like Lamin



being under the Swedish authority  and then deciding to go under the British,  when
originally himself was under a dictatorship, the current Gambian dictator.

The “runaway nigger” has been actually helped through his journey by the very author
of  this  text,  a  black  and  white  solidarity  like  that  uniquely  narrated  in  Mark  Twain
“Huckleberry Finn” where the main protagonist run north through the Mississippi river
with a black slave. Questions however still remains: Was Lamin's journey away from his
fatherland any worth and will ever be able to come back to it? To a certain extend it
feels that the stock immigrants try to recreate their fatherland in their host country, an
interesting emergence of exotic cultures, a mixture of which one should not really fear
to collide. The variopint multi culture which European puritans (is it at last again a duel
between the puritans and the iconographers?) can in fact co-exist however socialism as
the idyllic socialism, the perfect and almost Christian solidarity which the Swedish state
has undergone,  might  not  be possible as one may argue that  what  really facilitated
socialism in the first place was the ethnic homogeneity of the Swedish state in the last
half of the 20th century.

One answer  to this  freely  associative  text  written over  months  of  experiencing and
feeling a constant diaspora, or to put it, the unspoken and less cared of diaspora of a
Southern European student sent out to North Europe to study during the good days and
now stuck into these ends with a rotated iron curtain now obliging him to stay, one
further  problemitization  of  the  question  may  lay  if,  rather  than  going  south  of  the
Swedish capital, the off the stream tourist, or the author himself who mean time have
married and divorced a Swedish woman, and even had a beautiful kid (blond to this
respect, just to undermine the belief that dark genes are always dominants), the author
might explore the North of the city, where all the posh managerial class reside. In the
first place it is unlikely that any acquaintances could take place on the commuter train,
having all  these tycoons fulfilled their semi capitalistic dream and driving some black
German car, reviving their Germanicness (or better a disgusting bland of Roman cupidity
and German arduousness). It has to be more than accidental than a meeting between
our tourist and a member of this class. In this respect one should revive Nikolai Gogol
and his character Chichikov going from farmstead to farmstead in the still aristocratic
Russian countryside, in a way being like an early Zarathustra portraying the different
owners with the expedient of buying from them the souls of their dead peasants. Only
in this fashion one could meet the Novyi Russkiy of Sweden, the enriched parvenu.

We could then bring up the character of Staffan a Swed with a German grandfather who
found refugee here during the Second World War (an SS officer?). Staffan after a quick



career in the military, became the body guard of the Swedish king and somehow, with
the total privatization of the state, became main consultant for the Ministry of health
care. earning outrageous money per consultant  hour to give a direction to the next
generation health care. Where did the Swedish quantitative researcher go? Staffan has
a stuff  behind him, he seems to treat them like his subordinates, and like a general
nodding in approval  or  disapproval.  Talking to him, aside from discourses on power
which really much fills him with pride, he just wants to get rid of the slow bureaucratic
machine set up by the socialist government making health care totally useless with too
much paper writing. He does not want to write a note on paper himself...  He wants
action... from extreme to extreme.

It seems then that there are in fact two extreme polarities which could possibly rise allot
of emotional affect. On one side the poor immigrants and on the other the rich tycoons,
yet isn't this the cause and effect of one another? Isn't there, at the base of both, a drive
or let's call it, a willing to richness, of material possessions? Lamin confirmed that the
living situation in his country was perfectly fine, food did not lack, what lacked was the
surplus value, the car and stuff he would see through TV and Internet that other people
had in other countries. Swedish people, might, in this respect, got out of the too fair
socialist regime also to experience private property, owning a private car which up to a
few years ago was not really a possibility (we also hear that Ikea owner Ingvar Kamprad,
one of the richest man on earth, stoically contented himself of an old Swedish Saab).
The fact that now, few months after this essay was started (and perhaps here Slavoj
Zizek is right saying that certain artistic manifestations are symptoms of imminent social
and political events), young immigrants are rioting in the emancipated suburb setting
cars, the symbol of this rush for surplus on fire, it is emblematic. Despite their being
juvenile  and  probably  naïve  in  their  ideologies,  they  represent  the  real  counter
opposition to the formal military establishment, the one equally driven by people such
as Staffan and the very Lamin going now to join the British army seeking for surplus and
power (to a minor degree however although if he gets a chance who knows), bypassing
all the boring free education provided to him by Swedish institutions.

The issue is however that these insurgents are torching cars in their own emancipated
neighborhood without  really  targeting  their  really  enemies,  these Novyi  Russkiy  like
parvenu, the blessed son of the neoliberal shift, dressing in their black suits and in their
black German cars of no far resemblance from Nazi outfits. This comment being equally
applicable  to  the  male  figure  and  females  placed  in  power  position  and  much
resembling male characters with their short hairs and leather shoes. We could now boil
everything  down  to  an  instinct  to  transcend  the  housewife  complex,  a  rushing  to



masculinity with no one really wishing to look after the house and the kids who are
systematically delegated to society  without much of an emotional struggle (is it the
Swedish emotional coldness or a total trust in social institutions?). The fact is that the
once peaceful society is unconsciously setting all to war and the German sloppiness and
good nature has been quickly replaced to a more Roman like shining appearance, as if
this  isolated  Germanic  population  has  at  last  given  up  their  natural  resources,  the
abundant  forest  given  out  for  speculation  and  has  now secured an  artificial  capital
which only an army of warriors and mercenaries can defend.

Moreover, it is hard not to create a parallel with the once civilized Sicily, now land of
much feudal barbarism. The same Sicily was also colonized by these very Vikings and
later by the Arabs. Are we then to think of Sweden as a "Sicily of the north to be", just
now that  Swedish mafia  is  becoming such a popular  genre?  In  the most  uncivilized
ghettos, however, the situation is still  under control.  The prevailing Arab situation is
living harmoniously with the smaller Swedish population, mostly consisting of drunkards
and social left-overs, who might be in reality the only one who could legitimately hate
this new wave of immigrants but in reality they do not care. The ghetto consists of
simple people, the issue however lays with the enforced educations of these people,
which is  also meant to show them their  rights  and indirectly betrayed their  original
cultural identity not promoting multiculturalism itself which can only grow from below
and cannot be moderated particularly not by the Swedish authorities. The immigrant
then, with little education, grows into a a middle-class conservative even more closed
minded then the homogenized Swed. Having little of his rights, he starts undermining
the rights of other social minorities such as that of artists also necessitating a social
subsidy  to  survive  in  a  country  where  originality  is  not  promoted  but  turned  into
convention.


